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1. INTRODUCTION
From classical theory of the dynamics of colliding rigid bodies,
the Newtonian concepts of impulse and momentum have been
developed and the coefficient of restitution, whichis the ratio of
incident and rebound velocities in the normal direction, hasbeen
applied to obtain additional information. The coefficient ofrestitution,
widely believed to have a value of one fora perfect elastic body and
zero for a pure plastic body, has been considered as a material
property from which changes of velocities can be computed. Since
the impulse-momentum equations represent the firstintegral of
motion, they contain no information of the trajectory. Also, this
simple means of analysis can not be used to predict therebound from
a collision for a general configuration, due to thepresence of a number
of unknown effects, including friction, inertia coupling,and
deformation of the contact area, among others.
Recent attempts have been made to study impactin the
presence of friction [1,2]. There is no satisfactory method under the
idea that the collision is instantaneous within the frameworkof rigid\-
body mechanics. Whittaker [20]assumes that the relative tangential
velocity is zero if the magnitude of the tangential impulseis less than
the coefficient of friction times the magnitude ofnormal impulse and
there exists the relative velocity when the magnitude oftangential
impulse equals the coefficient times the magnitude of normalimpulse.2
This method is correct only when the initial slip does not stop and
keeps constant direction throughout the collision. Kane and Levinson
[7]use the same criteria with additional specification of static and
kinetic friction. This approach, developed fora pendulum striking a
fixed surface, leads to an increase of kinetic energy. Keller [8]
explains that it is due to reverse slip during the impact, but the
difficulty in using his theory arises in calculation. Thus,improper
handling of friction in collision has often caused difficulties and.has
led to serious error.
Analysis of the means for graphic guidance of the tangential and
normal impulse between two colliding bodies had been presented by
Routh 1151 in 1905, and has been developed recentlyin greater detail
by Smith and Liu [17]. In this approach, tangential velocity isgiven by
rigid body kinematics; slip or stick are not affected by deformations.
Although this analysis has constituted a contribution to realistic
solution for rebounds, it indicates that, undersome circumstance,
reverse slip occurs immediately after initial slip stops and the
tangential force is subject to discontinuous changesas the sliding
reverses direction. However, in practice, sudden changes in
tangential force implied by ignoring tangential deformations of
colliding bodies are unlikely to occur. Consequently, it has been
evident that even the relatively small elastic deformations thatoccur
during impacts have served to introduce effects that must betaken
into account in the analysis of the elastic collisions.
Herzt developed a theory for the elastic deformations of bodies
which are pressed together. Since Hertz theory ofcontact is3
developed the quasi-static loading, it providesan adequate description
of events in normal impact. This is describedin Timoshenko and
Goodier [19].In turn, tangential compliance for the contact surface
between two elastic spheres under the action of friction,keeping the
normal force constant, is analyzed by Mind lin [13].He shows that an
annulus of micro-slip is generated at the edge of thecontact area for
even small relative tangential loads. When the tangential load is
increased, the inner radius of this annulus reducesto zero and the
bodies initiate sliding action. On the other hand,when the tangential
force is subsequently decreased, thisprocess would not simply
reverse. Rather, micro-slip in the opposite direction would begin at
the edge of the contact area. Hence, it is determined thatthe state of
unloading is different from that of loading, and that theprocess is
irreversible. The "irreversibility" implied by frictional slip
demonstrates that the final state of contact dependson the previous
history of loading and not only on the final values ofthe normal and
tangential forces.In addition, Mind lin and Deresiewicz [14] have
investigated changes in surface traction and compliancebetween
spherical bodies in contact arising from variouspossible combinations
of incremental changes of loads. Since thecontact area is changed
continuously, and neither the normalnor the tangential forces could
be known previously, the interface conditionsbetween the two bodies
is more complex than might be expected.
To account for this complex interaction, Mawet al. [10,11,12]
have developed a numerical method for the obliqueimpact of elastic
spheres. By trial and error the solution is testedto see whether the4
assumed divisions of slip and stick on the potential contactarea
divided into a series of equi-spaced concentric annuliare correct and
converged. This approach is supported by experimental results, but
limited only to the collision of spheres. Recently, Liu [9] has
considered a finite element method, using ANSYS code fornon-
collinear elastic collisions, including wave propagation in the bodies.
Like other numerical methods, it requires time-consumingprocess
and sometimes leads to unstable output for extremecases.
The interface between two colliding bodies resembles the
behavior of a pair of mutually perpendicular, non-linear springs which
react independently against each bodies, with the exception that the
stiffness of the tangential "spring" is influenced by the normal
compliance. Tangential and normal vibrationsare dependent on the
initial condition as well as the inertia of the colliding bodies. Thus, if
the local deformations between colliding bodieswere expressed in
terms of "spring" stiffnesses in the normal and tangential directions,
then the collision process could be solvedas a spring-mass system,
having a typical formulation of the form [M] {i }+ [nu} = 0. This
concept represents the starting point for this investigation.
The inertia of the colliding system [M], expressed interms of
two parameters for planar collisions,is formulated from the
generalized impulse-momentum relationship, and therecognition and
treatment of tangential restitution are considered in Chapter 2.In
chapter 3, Hertz theory is presented for normal compliance,based
upon the assumption that colliding bodies are perfectly elastic. In
addition, based on contact mechanics [6], complicated tangential5
compliance is investigated. Methods of modeling normal and
tangential deformation in the region of the contactarea, in which
stiffness of local deformation for the contact area [K] is simplified by
three different models for tangential compliance,are discussed in
Chapter 4. All system equations are formulated nondimensionally for
planar collisions in terms of four parameters which characterize the
mechanical collision.In chapter 5, three coefficients of restitution are
defined and various parameter values are compared for planar impacts.
It is revealed that the coefficient of restitution, a ratio of the normal
components of approach and separation velocities, is highly
dependent upon the parameters of inertia coupling, friction and
incident velocity and it could attain high value for the extreme
parameters (i.e., much greater than 3.0).6
2. GENERAL SYSTEM EQUATIONS FOR ELASTICCOLLISIONS
Assumptions used to develop general dynamicequations of
colliding systems are discussed in this chapter.Based upon
generalized coordinates and generalized speeds ofa dynamic system
introduced by Kane and Levinson [7], inertialproperties of colliding
system in a general configuration is formulated forany three
dimensional coodinates. The relation betweengeneralized impulse
and generalized momentum, combining stiffnessof local deformation
for a half-space analysis, leads thesystem equations, which have the
form of simple, ordinary differentialequations.
2.1Background for consideration of elastic collisions
Some typical assumptionsare commonly made for the classical
approach for collisions of rigid bodies. Theduration of contact is
sufficiently short that there isno change in configuration of bodies
while velocities undergo the changesnecessary for separation at the
instant of collision. For manycases, this assumption of constant
configuration during contact would benot responsible for serious
discrepancies in the prediction of the rebound.In the absence of
detailed knowledge of the deformationsinduced by the impulsive
reaction force where the bodies contactone another, an additional
assumption is made, that the coefficient ofrestitution (the ratio of the
normal velocity of separation to the normalvelocity of incidence) can
be estimated. Assuming a value for thiscoefficient is necessary, since7
the equations of rigid body kineticsare too few to predict the impulse
and velocity changes. This ratio has often beenregarded as "material
constant" with the implication that it is independent ofsuch
considerations as system configuration, direction ofapproach velocity
and friction. However, this assumption istrue only under special
circumstances.
For elastic analysis, the contactarea is small compared with the
size of the colliding bodies and surrounds thecontact point of rigid
body collision, and Hertz theory is applied fornormal effects.
Colliding bodies are assumed linearly elastic,implyingthat surface
friction is the only source of energy dissipationrelated to the impact.
In addition, there is no distinction betweenstatic and kinetic friction
coefficients and the coefficient is assumed to beconstant.
Other effects, including wave propagation, heat andsound are
excluded from consideration in this investigation.Note that the Hertz
theory considers only local deformations andneglects the effects of
wave propagation.It is an excellent approximation for sphericalor
stocky bodies where the contact duration, e,is much greater than the
natural periods of vibration of the system, thusavoiding amplification
shown in Figure 1 [3]. Compared to thecontact time for stocky
bodies, the vibration periods ofwave propagation are short and the
effect of wave propagation could be neglected[5].However, for
consideration of a slender bar, the vibrational effectsshould in general
be included for an impact analysis.I
I
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I
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Figure 1.Transmissibility for multi-degree of freedom system
2.2Generalized impulse, momentum and kinetic energy
Consider two rigid bodies B and B' collidingas the points P and
P' on their respective surfaces move into coincidence.If this system S
possesses n degrees of freedom, the velocities of the contact points P
and P' can be written in terms of generalized speedsur as
V P = X VrP ur,
r
(2.1)
V13'= X VrP Ur
r
where vrP and vrP. are the partial velocities.It is helpful to define the
relative velocity v as9
v = vPv13', (2.2)
from which
v= I vr,lir , (2.3)
r
where vr = vrPvr131.If the changes in configuration and contributions
from forces other than the action-reaction at the contactpoint are
neglected and the impulse of the force exertedon B by B' is denoted
as g, then the rth component of generalized impulse can be expressed
as
Ir= vr g . (2.4a)
Expressing the kinetic energy in terms of the selected
generalized speeds, the inertia coefficientsmrs can be evaluated from
K =1II mrs urus
2r s
According to the relationship
Pnr =ax
, r=cur
(2.5)
(2.6)
this rth component of generalized momentumcan be rewritten as
Pr = 1 Mrs Us
s
The impulse-momentum laws can then be expressedas
Ir = API-= / mrs Aus ,
s
(2.7)
(2.8)
where Aus denotes the change inus during the contact.
If v and w are used to denote the relative velocity betweenthe
contact points P and P',at the beginning of contact and at the end of
contact, then10
w= v+ Mr (2.9)
and
Av = I vr Aur (2.10a)
r
Then, let el, e2 and e3 be a set of mutually perpendicular unit vectors,
where lri = vrei and gi= g el. Then, equations (2.3a), (2.4a) and
(2.10a) can be written as
and
V = viul + v2u2+ +vnun
= (111e1 + 112e2 + 113e3 )ui + +(131e1 + 132e2 + 133e3 )113
=[Ilrillr el+[I1r2urje2 +(ld1r3urje3
r / r r
(2.3b)
Ir = lrigi + 1r2g2 + 1r3g3, (2.4 b)
Mr =(IlriAur el +142 Aure2 +/ ir3 Aure3 (2.1 Ob)
r r r
So, the following matrix forms according to equations (2.3b), (2.4b),
(2.5), (2.8) and (2.10b) become
v = 11. u ,
and
1 = 1 g,
K=1 uTmu,
2
I = m Au,
Av = 11. Au,
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)11
where 1, u and Au are (n x 1) matrices,g, v and Av are (3 x 1)
matrices, 1 is (n x 3) matrix, and m is (nx n) symmetric matrix for
inertia. From equations (2.12) and (2.14),
Au = m-1 g, (2.16)
and substituting equation (2.16) into (2.15),
or
Av = ( 1Tm-11) g = Ng
1 1v =M AN,
where
N i)M-1
Both N and M are (3 x 3) symmetricmatrices and depend on
the configuration of the system at initialcontact, but not on the
motion. Also, if the configuration does not changesignificantly during
impact, the small dynamic deformations duringcontact, and
consequently g, may be expected to dependon v, but not on the
particular set of generalized speeds that contributeto v. Therefore, all
pre-contact motions having the approach velocityv and the same
configuration at the initial contact will resultin the same impulse and
corresponding separation velocityw. Once Av has been determined,
changes in the generalized speedscan be evaluated from equation
(2.16), where
Au= m-11 M Av, (2.20)
and corresponding changes in velocities and angularvelocities of
interest can be evaluated using the appropriate partialvelocities and
partial angular velocities. Thus, fromany generalized speeds, impulse12
and momentum relationships in equation (2.18) for the general
configuration of the colliding system may be formulated in three
dimensions.
The change in kinetic energy induced by the impulse isgiven by
1 1 AK = -_
2
-_(ti + Au)rm(u + Au) u
T.m.0 (2.21)
and, through the relationship of generalized impulse andmomentum
described in this section, can also be expressedas:
and
AK = gT. v + 1 gT. m-1. g, (2.22a)
AK = gT °
2+ w (2.22b)
1 AK =
2(wTMw vTMv).
2.3 Kinematics of planar collisions
(2.22c)
To facilitate formulation of a contact law for planar collisions,as
shown in Figure 2, substitute for ele2e3, as developed in the
previous section, a set of basis vectors tnt1, where n is a unit
vector perpendicular to the common tangent to the surfacesat P and
P' and directed from B' into B, t has thesame direction as n x (v x n),
where v is the relative velocity between two contactpoints, and t1 = t
x n. The approach velocity can then be expressed as
v = vt t + vn n. (2.23)a
2
B
/----
n
t
1
al
b, t
1
B'
1\Z Pij //////////7 /////
Figure 2. Planar collision between a rod and a flat plane
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Subject to an appropriate coordinate transformation, all of the
matrices developed in previous section can be evaluated in terms of
the unit vectors tntl. From equation (2.17), if there is no
coupling of N between t1 and other directions, the relative velocityw
and the impulse g could be expressed in terms of normal and
tangential components as
and
w = wt t + wn n (2.24)
g= gt t + gn n (2.25)
Thus, equation (2.17) can be rewritten as
Avn}[NntNnngn
Based on the theory of Mohr's circle, two principal values N1 andN2
can be obtained, that is,
Avt NttNthgt
(2.26)
N1,2 = 2
Ntt + Nnn± NttNnn
k2 + Ntn2
wherein N1 is defined to be the larger of two.It follows that the
expressions for the components of N are
and
Ntt, nn
Ntn =
+ N2+(N1N2 )cos28
2 2
(N1- N2)sina
2)
(2.27)
(2.28)
(2.29)
where 0 is the angle between n and the principal directionalong with
N1 andThus,
where
and
tan20 2Ntn
N can be
1+ XCOS20
Xsin20
expressed
Xsin20
1- Xcos20
15
(2.30)
as
(2.31)
(2.32)
(2.33)
=
Ntt Nnn
in terms of principal values,
NttNtn 1 N = =
NntNnn m
2 2 = In =
NI + N2
NiN2
X
Ntt + Nnn
1I(NttNnn)2 + 4N2tn
NI + N2 Ntt + Nim
where m and X are dependent upon the system configuration.
The relationship between M and N and the physicalmeanings of
X are illustrated as follows: Considera rod which collides with an
immobile body at the point P. As shown in Figure 2, themass of the
rod is denoted as mB, the point G is the center ofmass and the angle
between the major axis of the rod and the normalvector of the contact
surface is denoted as 0. One set of basis vectors shownin figure 2, in
which vector a2 represents the major axis of the rod,is chosen and
generalized speed is defined as:
vG = ui t + u2 n
co B = u3 t X n.
r Gp = b sine tb cos() n
and express the velocity of the contact point Pas
and
Let
(2.34)
(2.35)
(2.36)vP=vG+coBxrOp
= ui t + u2 n + u3 ( bcose t + bsine n ).
16
(2.37)
The partial velocities for the relative velocityv become
VI = t ,
V2 = n , (2.38)
v3 = b cose t + b sin() n,
and the matrix 1 becomes
-
1 0
1 = 0 1
bcos9bsin0
(2.39)
The kinetic energy may be expressedas
1 1 K=
2mBvGvG+
2
13CO B .00 (2.40)
where 13 is the central moment of inertia of rod fora3. Denoting the
central radius of gyration of rodas k3, equation (2.40) may be
rewritten as
K =_1mB (u12
2
From equation (2.19),
1
+ u22 + k32 u32)
hence, m-1 becomes
k3200
0 k320
0 0 1
k32 + b2 sin2 0
b2 cos 0 sin()
b2 cos 9 sin 0
k32 + b2cos213
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
m1
2 mBk3
and the matrix M becomes
MB
M=k3
2+ b
217
The two eigenvectorsai and a2 of this operator are shown in Figure
2 and are related to the tangential and normalbase vectors by
al = cos° t + sine n,
a2 =sine t + cos() n,
and corresponding eigenvaluesare
(2.44)
1_
13 k32
MB M1 =, MB = 2, 2 13 k3 + D
(2.45)
M2 = mB,
where 13' is the moment of the inertia ofrod about the axis through P'
and perpendicular to the plane ofmotion.
Since N = M-1 from equation (2.19), theeigenvalues of N are the
reciprocals of those of M:
1, 2 _,_ 1u,2 13 n3 N1 =,
13 K32MB
1
N2 = .
MB
From equations (2.32) and (2.33), the values ofm and X become
and
111 =2 I3 mB 2 K32MB
131+13 2 k32 + b2
X =
1313 b2
131+13 2 k32 + b2
(2.46)
(2.47)
(2.48)
From equations (2.33) and (2.48), X,can be seen to lie between zero to
one and larger values of X reflect more pronouncedinertia coupling.18
For contact between an end of an unconstrained, slender rod andan
immobile body, X = 0.6, while the value of X for the double pendulum
discussed in Smith [161 is 0.964 in the configuration considered
there.
Another parameter that affects the collision is the anglea
between -n and v shown in Figure 2. The initial velocityv can be
expressed in terms of incident angle a.
v = v (sina t - cosa n) (2.49)
so that this incident angle a is given by
tans = vt/(- vs). (2.50)
Observe that a redundancy in results wouldoccur if the sign of both
the angles 0 and a were reversed; in the following, this redundancyis
avoided by restricting a to the range (0, R/2) and considering values of
0 throughout the range (-7c/2, 7r/2).
2.4 Local deformations of contact bodies
The formulations of impulse and momentum,as given in
equation (2.18), provide fewer relationships than the unknown
components of g and Av. In the absence of detailed analysis of surface
forces and related deformation in the region of contact,assumptions
about impulse and relative motion are needed to provide theadditional
equations from which g and w can be predicted. In classical analysis
for rigid body collision, a commom assumption is that theratio e of
the normal component of w to the normal component ofv is known;19
thus, the relationship wn=e vn can be used directly in the
calculation. This coefficient has been givenas one for perfect elastic
bodies and zero for pure plastic bodies. However,it should be noted
that when the deformations may be fully analyzedproperly for the
contact region of colliding bodies this assumption isno longer
necessary.
Despite the static, elastic nature of its derivation, Hertztheory
has been used widely for the normal complianceduring impact. For
example, Timoshenko and Goodier [19] quote theanalysis for the
collinear impact of spheres based on Hertz theory.As soon as the
spheres, in their motion towardone another, come in contact at a
point, the compression force begins to act and theregion near the
contact point P deforms continuously until the velocity ofapproach
becomes zero and returns to normal shape duringrestitution. The
behavior during normal collision of elastic spheresmay be represented
as a half cycle for a mass- spring vibration system. Similarly this effect
could be extended in thesense of tangential compliance when the
work done in deflecting the surface tangentiallydue to the friction is
stored as strain energy in the solid and, undersuitable circumstances,
it is recoverable in the same manneras the stain energy resulting
from normal force and displacement. Sinceboth bodies are subject to
deformation, the effective "contact spring" betweenthem is equal to
the combination of the stiffness of each bodyregarded as an elastic
half-space. Contrary to the complexity ofcontact deformation, a
simplified conceptual model is presentedin Figure 3, where the
vertical and horizontal springs represent, respectively,the stiffness ofn
B
Ktt
B' Knn
Figure 3.Modelling local deformation of
contact area during impact
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local deformations of the contacts in the normaland tangential
directions.
Once the stiffness of deformation is known,equation (2.18) may
be differentiated with respect to time and dynamicequations for
mechanical collisions become simple ordinary differentialequations.
Thus,
EMI d/dt {Av} = d/dt {g}. (2.51)
Substituting acting force firl= - [IC {u} into right side of equation
(2.51), system equation could be expressedin terms of inertia [M] of
configuration and stiffness [HI of local deformationat contact area for
colliding bodies:
[m] fal + [IC {u}= {0} , (2.52)
where {u} is the displacement at contactpoint.In practical terms,
this concept, which may be distingushied fromthe complex
representation of contact surfaces during impacts,is seemingly too
simplistic to provide for the prediction of collisionrebounds. In the
following chapters, the means to determine thecoefficients for a
stiffness matrix are demonstrated, includingdegree to which the
results derived from this analysisare in agreement with more detailed
analyses.22
3. CONTACT MECHANICS OF ELASTIC BODIES
The subject of contact mechanics is concerned with thestresses
and deformations which arise when the surfaces oftwo solid bodies
are brought into contact. The contact area of colliding bodies is
generally small in comparision to the dimensions of the colliding
bodies. The resultant stresses and deformationsare highly subject to
concentration in the regions surrounding the contactzone and are not
greatly influenced by the shape of the bodies ata distance from the
contact area. Thus, each body can be regardedas an elastic half-space,
loaded over a small region of its plane surface. In theabsence of
friction, a normal force Fn pressing the bodies togethergives rise to
area of contact, which would have dimensions given in Hertz theory. A
sliding motion, or any tendency to slide, of real surfaceintroduces a
tangential force of friction, Ft, which actsupon each surface in a
direction opposed to direction of motion. For thecurrent
investigation, each body has a steady sliding motionso that the force Ft
represents the force of "kinetic friction" between the surfaces.
3.1 Normal contacts of elastic bodies: Hertz theory
The development of contact theory isnecessary to predict the
shape of the contact area and how it grows in size withincreasing
load. Hertz's analysis is basedupon the assumptions of a normal load
on the elastic and isotropic materials. According to the Hertz theory,
the contact surface boundary is generaly regardedas an ellipse.23
However, for simplicity of analysis, thecurrent investigation is
confined to the case of circular contactareas. Since the contact
surfaces are assumed to be frictionless, thetangential traction and
displacement due to normal force is neglected.Keeping a constant
normal contact force, Fn, the elasticapproach un, the radius of contact
area a, and the distribution of pressure over the contactarea p(r), as
given in Hertz theory, are shown in Figure 4 andare determined from
the following relationships [61:
a
1
(3FnR)a
4E )
1
a2 9Fn2
pressure Po is
'
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
= = 11
nR(16RE2r
and
3
Fn =
3ViE un2
For r < a,
1
{ p(r) = po 1-(=-- ,
otherwise, p(r) = 0. The maximum
1
2 3Fn (6FnE
PO =2na
2=
1C3 R2
where r is a distance from the origin. Inturn, R and E are,
respectively, relative curvature and Young's modulusfor contact
bodies, given asFn
i
Fn
p
,
2 1/2
p (r) = pip 11 - (r/a) }
Figure 4. Deformation and pressure distribution of
normal contact from Hertz theory
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where v1 and v2 are Poisson's ratios.
Equation (3.3) demonstrates a nonlinear force-displacement
relationship in the normal direction.Differentiating equation (3.2)
with respect to the normal force Fn resultsin the normal compliance
of colliding bodies; When these bodies havesame material properties,
then normal compliance is obtainedas follows:
Cn=dun
dFn
1
2 { 9 (1- v2 ) ( 11 )1 }3
34ER1 R2Fn
(1v)
=
2Ga
(3.6)
As shown in Figure 4, the direct central (i.e., collinear)impact of
two elastic spheres was investigated by Timoshenko andGoodier [191
based upon the equations discussed in thissection. The Hertz theory,
originally developed for static loads,was applied to the quasi-static
problem of impact in practice.
3.2. Tangential compliance of contactarea
In this section, the effect of the tangential force fornon-
collinear impact is considered. Since the influenceof tangential
traction upon normal pressures at the contactarea is generally small,26
this interaction is neglected [6].In addition, the stresses and
deformations due to the normalpressures and tangential traction are
assumed to be independent of each other and theymay be superposed
to determine the resultant stresses and deformations.In Coulomb's
theory of friction, contact surfacesare either in a state of total stick or
total slip, corresponding to the friction forceless than or equal to the
critical value of tangential force which is the coefficientp. times the
normal force. Mind lin [ 13] considersa case in which two spheres are
pressed together subject to the constant normalforce, Fn, and are
then subject to a tangential force, Ft, whereFt < µ Fn. If the
tangential force Ft, applied subsequently,causes elastic deformation
without slip at the interface, then the tangentialdisplacement at all
points within the contact area should bea constant. The distribution
of tangential traction which producesa uniform tangential
displacement of a circle regionon the surface of contact bodies has
been found from the analysis ofan elastic half-space. The state is
analogous to the pressure on the face ofa flat frictionless punch shown
in Figure 5. In this case, tangential tractionis radially symmetric in
magnitude and everywhere parallel to thetangential plane. The
tangential traction and displacementare given as follows:
and
where
q(r) =q0(1-
r2 2
a2
n(2v) Llt =
4Gqoa,
Ft
clo =
27ca2
(3.7)
(3.8)27
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Figure 5. Pressure for constant deformation
of flat rigid cylinder punch28
The relative displacement for two elastic bodies in tangentialdirection
becomes
Ft
8
( 2v1+ 2v2 ut = utiut2 -=
aGI G2) (3.9)
The tangential traction necessary to prevent sliprises to a
theoretically infinite value at the periphery of thecontact circle.
Since the infinite tangential traction at the edge ofcontact area can
not be sustained, there must be some micro-slip and itoccurs at the
edge of the contact area as shown in the annulusin Figure 6.If the
tangential force is increased to the limiting value pEn,so that the two
bodies are on the point of sliding, the tangentialtraction can be
obtained from equation (3.4) as
q' (r) = lip°
1
r2ra2 (3.10)
The response of collision in gross slipcan then be determined
from the application of simple rigid body theory.When the tangential
force is less than the limiting friction force (i.e.,Ft<RFn ), the region of
stick and slip in the contact areacan be determined as follows.
Consider a distribution of traction actingover the circular area rc:
1r2
q"(r) =V).i.p0(1=--)2J. a a
The distribution of tangential traction q(r) thenbecomes
q(r) = q'(r) + q"(r),
and the resultant displacement within the circle,rc, is
lit..--nµ P°(2v) (a2.... c2)
8Ga
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)29
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Figure 6.(a) Tagential traction distribution with partial slip
(b) Stick and slip region on the contactarea30
These displacements satisfy the condition forno-slip within the circle
r __ c , with the result that
3 1,1Fri (2 vi2v2 ut =
16 GI
+
G2
a2 _C2
a3 (3.14)
Thus, the stick region is a circle of radiusc, the value of which can be
determined from the magnitude of the tangential force,
c3 Ft = r2/ccf rdrJ: 27cq" rdr= p.Fn(1-)
from which
1
c
=(1Ft )3
pFn
(3.15a)
(3.15b)
The relative tangential displacement for thetwo bodies can be found
by substituting equation (3.15 b) into (3.14).
3µF (2vi
+2v2) ut =
16aGi G2
(F
t 1 1
Iffn (3.16)
The procedure described above is shownin Figure 7, and the
nonlinear relationship of tangential displacementto force is plotted in
Figure 8. For very small values of tangential force,when the slip
annulus is very thin, it follows that the linearrelationship for no-slip is
given in equation (3.9). As Ft approaches ..tFn, thetangential
displacement progressively separates from that ofthe no-slip solution,
until the point of sliding has been reached.
The tangential compliance for thecase of constant normal force
and monotonically increasing tangential forceis the reciprocal of the
slope of the curve B in Figure 8. Forsame material of colliding bodies,
it is given by the formula31
ut = u' + d'
t t
ut'
Figure 7. Surface tractions and displacements due to
a tangential force less than limit friction32
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Figure 8. Tangential displacementut of a circular region
by tangential force Ft;(A) with no slip,
(B) with slip at the edge of the contactareadut2v(1Ft ) 113 ct =
dFt4Ga pFn
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(3.17)
As the tangential force is increased fromzero, keeping the normal
force constant, the stickregion is decreased in size in accordance
with the equation (3.15b). An annulusof slip penetrates from the edge
of the contact area until Ft= µ Fn, where the stick region has dwindled
to a single point at the origin and thebodies are at the point of sliding.
While slip continues colliding bodiesact as rigid and the elastic
tangential displacement ut* at thecontact point has the value
) ut =34Fn (2 2v2)
16aGI G2 (3.18)
By substituting Fn from equation (3.1)into equation (3.18) for the
same elastic constant,
ut
*
=p,(2v)
a
2
(3.19a) 2R(1- v)
and, by substituting a fromequation (3.2) into equation (3.19a),
1,t(2v)
tin (3.19b) t2(1 v)
Now here the initial condition of tangentialvelocity which
determines whether the bodies stickor slide at the beginning of
impact is evaluated. By taking thederivative of equation (3.19b) with
respect to time,
g(2 v)
fit*= fin (3.20) 2(1- v)
For vt < fit*, the bodies stay stuckat the beginning of impact, and
the tangential compliance for smallvalue of Ft ( << µFn ), when thecolliding bodies have the same materialproperties, is given by
equations (3.9) and (3.17) as
dut(2v)
tdFt4Ga
34
(3.21)
It is instructive to compare the tangential compliance fortwo
bodies in equation (3.21) with the normal compliancegiven in Hertz
theory as equation (3.6). Though both tangential andnormal
compliances are funtions of radius of contactarea a, which
continuously is changing during impact, the ratio of thetangential to
normal compliance is a function of only the Poisson'sratio, and is
independent of the normal load,
Ct 2v
= (3.22) Cn2 (1v)
This ratio, ranging from unity to 3/2 for values ofPoisson's ratio
between zero and 0.5, playsan important role in analysis of elastic
collisions.
Now, consider that after the tangential force hasreached a value
of Ft* (<pFn), the tangential force Ftis decreased, keeping the normal
force Fn at constant P. Since the normal forceremains constant at P,
the contact area and the normalpressure will remain constant, as
given in Hertz theory.The first application ofFt* ina positive
direction will cause partial slip in the annuluscra in the manner
previously described. The distribution of tangentialtraction is shown
by the curve A in Figure 9(a).The tangential displacement of the
contact area is given by equation(3.15) and shown by thecurve OA in
Figure 9(b). At the point A on thiscurve, Ft = + Ft*.It follows that a35
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Figure 9. Oscillating tangential load of amplitude Ft*:
(a) traction distribution at A (Ft=Ft*), B (Ft =O)
and C (Ft=-Ft*) (b) load-displacement cycle36
decrease in tangential force is equivalentto the application of a
negative increment in Ft.If there were no slip during this reduction,
the increment in tangential traction would benegative and infinite at
the edge of the contact area. Hence, theremust be some negative slip
immediately at the initiation of unloading, and thetangential traction
near to the edge of the contact area must take the value q(r)= -i.tp(r).
During the unloading, the reverse slippenetrates to the radius c' and,
within this radius, there isno reverse slip. The increment in
tangential traction due to the unloading is therefore
a3
1
3 Aq(r)=-2
2n1P
(ka2-r2 )2, c'< r < a
and (3.23)
1 3I1P,a2_r211-1 (,22)i Aq(r) =-2 c -r , r < c'
2ir a3(
The resultant traction at any pointon the unloading curve can be then
given by adding this increment to the tractionat A, with the result
q(r) =
1
3i1P 2 2)2, (a -r
2/r a3
1 1
31-12
3
{(a22 {(a -r )2 -2(c'2-r2)2), 2n a
c'< r < a
c < rc'
1 i i
311P {(a2 _1.2)2_2(c,2_r2)2+ (c2 -r2 )2 1, <
21 a3
(3.24)37
as shown by curve B in Figure 9(a). The radii of the stick regions may
be determined from the equilibrium of the traction distribution
described above for the applied force. At point A,
Ft * c*3
PP a3
and during unloading,
FtFt*AFt c*3
PPIIPIIP a3
)2(1-
a
which fixes the extent of reverse slip c'/a. At point B, when the
tangential load is removed, Ft = 0, so that
(3.25)
(3.26)
c'3 1 c*3
=(1+ 3-), (3.27) a32 a
and tangential displacement during unloadingcan be determined by
application of equation13.14):
ut = ut*Aut
3[IP2v12 - V2 ) f2-c2- 2(ae )} = ± 2 2
16a3 G1 G2
(a
2
3[tP2vi2v2 Ft * -Ft 3
16a3 GI G2 21.113
2
-(1Ft *13
PP
(3.28)
This expression is shown in Figure 9(b) as thecurve ABC. At point C,
when the tangential force is completely reversed, substitutingFt =Ft
.
in equations (3.25) and (3.27) gives c = c* andut =ut*. Thus, the38
reverse slip has covered the original slip annulus and thedistribution
of tangential traction is equal to thatat A, but of opposite sign. The
conditions at C are the complete reversal ofthose of at A, so that a
further reversal of Ft producesa sequence of events which is similar to
unloading from A, but of oppositesign. The displacement curve CDA
completes a symmetrical hysteresis loop.
To this point in the analysis, while keeping thenormal force
constant and contact area unchanged, unloading oftangential force
within the friction limit has been considered.However, the
conditions of contact area duringan impact are considerably
complicated by the fact that the normal force andcontact area as well
as tangential force are subject to continuous change. Ina study which
reflected a high degree of complexity, Mind linand Deresiewicz [14]
have investigated changes in surfacetraction and compliance between
spherical bodies in contact arising fromvarious possible combinations
of incremental changes in load. For thepurpose of this investigation,
consider an increase in normal force accompaniedby a decrease in
tangential force. Apply Fn, increasing thetangential force from zero to
Ft* at A, then reduceit to Ft at B in Figure 10(b). Tangentialtraction is
given in equation (3.12) and shown bycurve A in Figure 10(a).
Keeping the tangential load constant,increase the normal load to Fn+
AFn. The radius al of the new contactarea is given as in equation
(3.1). Then, keeping the normal forceconstant at Fn + AFn, reduce
the tangential force by AFt.The additional tangential tractionis given
by curve B with sign reversed. Thus, if AFt= A pFn for c1 = a, the
resultant traction shown bycurve C in Figure 10(a) is:q(r)
t
A'
Figure 10. Increasing normal forceand decreasing
tangential force: (a) tangential traction
(b) force-displacement cycle
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(3.29)
Therefore, displacement has traversed the path O-A-B andwould have
reached point C, at which stage path 0-A-B-Cmeets the path 0-A'-C.
When AFt > A 1-tFn, additional displacement will followthe path C-D
along the curve A'-D, and the tangential compliancebecomes
Ct =
2 v[tdFn ptdFn Ft * -Ft
1
30 < lidFn < -dFt
lidFn-dFt
8Ga
2
+
dFt
v
dFt
)
21.1Fn
8Ga
(3.30)
Similarly, the tangential compliance for alternativecases could
be obtained through application described previously:
1)Decreased normal force and tangential force
2v dFn dFn Ft * -Ft dFn
(3.31) ct =
8Ga
[ (1
dFt dFt 21.1.Fn
)]
dFt
2) Increased normal force and tangential forceat Ft = Ft*
2 v oFn
1
Ft
*F-Fti},0 > OFn < dFt
gdFndFt
{[tdFn
8GadFt
2v
dFt
8Ga'
(3.32)3) Decreased normal force andtangential force at Ft= Ft*
Ct =
i 2 v{p.dFn [tdFnFt * -Ft )yf},
8GadFt dFt 2p,Fn
2v
8Ga
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0 > p.dFn > dFt
ildFn 5_ dFt
(3.33) and
4) Decreased normal force and increasedtangential force at the
point of unloading curve,
(a) for AFt2 p.Fn,
2 v Ct = ,
8Ga
(b) and for AFt < 2 iffn,
i) where gAFn 5- AFt < 2 pliFn
2 v Ct = ,
8Ga
ii) and where AFt< IthFn,
Ct =
{
1 2v gddFFn p.ddFFn F2t )---3-
2v
(3.34a)
(3.34b)
forgdFn < -dFt
for 0gdFn > -dFt 8Ga
(3.34c)
Since these tangential compliancesare given only for a single body,
"equivalent tangential compliance" shouldbe taken for impact of two
bodies.42
The compliances considered above representonly a small
number of possibilities for normal and tangentialloadings.
Consequently, the process of unloading is different fromthat of
loading and this irreversibility implies thattangential compliance is
dependent not only upon the initial stage of loading,but also upon the
entire past history of loading as wellas the instantaneous relative rates
of change for the normal and tangential forces.In the impact
problem, neither the normal nor the tangential forcecan be known a
prior, since they both depend upon the interaction betweenthe
contact compliance and the motion of bodies subjectto collision.43
4. ANALYSIS OF LOCAL DEFORMATIONS
To account for the complexity of thetangential and normal force
relationships, Maw et. al. [10] have developeda numerical technique
for the solution of the oblique impact ofelastic spheres. The contact
area is divided into a series of n equally spacedcentric circles.Stick
and slip regions are assumed and theyare tested to see whether the
initial assumption is correct by solvingn. simultaneous equations. In
stick regions the tangential tractionmust be below the limit at which
slip occurs, whereas in slip regions, therelative incremental
displacement must be correct in thesense of the assumed frictional
traction.If these tests failed forany region, the assumption for that
region is changed and new solution would beobtained. The solution
should converge in each time interval ofimpact duration.For the
impact problem of spheres, this solutiondemonstrated that tangential
compliance of the contact surface underthe action of Coulomb friction
has a significant effecton the rebound angles of the sphere and the
interface behaves as a two-degree of vibratingsystem with a pair of
mutually perpendicular springs whichreact independently against the
body.
Another approach to the analysisis by means of a finite element
method, using ANSYS code, recentlyintroduced by Liu [9]. Although
predictions from a finite element methodwhich include wave
propagation are closer to the real system thansimplified prediction
procedures based on rigid body mechanics,they sometimes are44
unstable under certain circumstances.Furthermore, the increase in
computational load required for theuse of this method is significant.
For this chapter, normal and tangential deformationis modeled
with a single spring in each of thetwo directions. Three different
force-displacement laws are used: linear, coupledand nonlinear
springs. The model is shown in Figure 11.
A tangential force, the magnitude of whichis less than the force
of the limiting friction ( Ft< pFn ), will not result in a sliding motion.
Nevertheless, the effect of a tangential deformationis to cause a small
relative motion. Any attempt to increaseFt in excess of [tFn will cause
the contact to slide. Rigorously this modelcould not be used to
represent the complexity of real collisionprocess, but its ability to
simplify the contact conditions duringimpact would contribute to
reasonable solutions. As shown in Figure11, u(t) is the relative
displacement of the points on the interface, F(t)is the acting force on
B at point P, and s(t) is the extension of tangentialspring. Where v is
a given initial approach velocity at the incident anglea, V(t) is the
velocity of the contact point P atany instant time during impact, and
w is the separating velocity after impact.
Each result obtained is compared to thoseobtained by the
application of the Maw et al.[10,11,12] solutionfor the oblique impact
of elastic spheres.
4.1 Modelling tangential stiffness
The influence of tangential tractionupon normal pressure in the45
n
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Figure 11. Modelling normal and tangential
deformation during impact46
contact area is generally small, particularlywhen the coefficient of
limiting friction is less than unity (5,101.Therefore, for the analysis of
problems involving tangential traction, thisinteraction is neglected: it
is assumed that the stress and deformationdue to the normal force
and tangential forceare independent of each other, but that they could
be superposed to find the resultantstress and deformation. In other
words, the coefficients for Ktn andKnt would be zero in the stiffness
matrix of a local deformation.
4.1.1 Linear spring
As shown in equation (3.3), Hertz theorycan be used to predict
a nonlinear force-displacement relationshipin the normal direction.
However, by linearization, the stiffness ofthe normal spring Knnmay
be considered to be an "equivalentconstant",
4
-v Knn =
3RE. (4.1)
Then, from the relationship betweennormal and tangential
compliance in a constant contactarea for a small tangential force, as
given in equation (3.22), the tangential stiffnessbecomes
8 (1- v)v-fzE Ktt =
3 (2v) (4.2)
The spring forces in the normal andtangential direction may then,
respectively, be expressed in terms ofcoefficients of stiffnessas
Fn =Knn un (4.3)and
Ft =Ktt s.
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(4.4)
If the tangential force is less thanthe limiting friction force, the
tangential velocity for elastic collidingbodies becomes the derivative
of the extension of tangentialspring,
Vt(t) =(t). forI Ft I < p, Fn (4.5a)
If the tangential force reaches thelimiting friction force, then the
colliding bodies begin to slip, thetangential force becomes
Ft =g(1!_vt.t. : §I)Fn, (4.6)
and the system effectively actsas a rigid body once gross slip has
occured. (i.e., §(t) = Vt(t)).
The relation of impulse-momentumand for the colliding system
indicated in equation (2.17) is recalled,
{ Titvt }[NttNtn ]{ gt
Vnvn NntNnngn (4.7)
and the relationship of force-impulsein the normal and tangential
directions are, respectively, kt= Ft and k = Fn.Then, combining the
equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and (4.7),
and
.t. =Ktt s,
./-1=Knn un,
lit = vt = vt + Ntt gt + Ntngn,
.(in = Vn = vn + Nnt gt + Nnn gn
(4.8a)
(4.9a)
(4.10a)
(4.11a)Thus, for stick, if I s I<(4Knn )(un),then
Ktt
fit =s
that is,
vt = vt + Nttgt + Ntngn;
otherwise, for gross slip,
(111Cnn s =- un
Ktt
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(4.12)
Substituting equations (4.1) and(4.2) into equation (4.12), the
displacement and velocity of thetangential spring during slipmay be
given as
and
Ix (2v) s =
2 (1v)n
(2v)
s
2 (1- v)n
(4.13)
(4.14)
It is of interest to note that thesedisplacement and velocity of the
tangential spring, as obtainedthrough linearization,are in agreement
with the result fromequations (3.19) and (3.20) for thenonlinear
relationship of the tangentialdisplacement of a circularcontact to a
tangential force, as given inequation (3.16).
For generality, non-dimensionalquantities may be formulated by
the introduction of the length
fl =ER
and expression of the initialvelocity in terms ofa, the incident angle
v = v (sin a tcos a n ).Impulse, displacement and durationofimpact are expressed in terms ofnon-dimensional quantitiesas
follows:
and
gi = my yi,
ui = TI Si ,
s = ri e
t=
ri
"C
V'
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(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
where the subscript irepresents the normal and tangentialdirections,
respectively, t and n. By followingchain rule for the differentiating
with respect to time,
io,-LqA,_v f_
dt dt
the equations governingnon-dimensional force and displacementof
the contact pointare given as follows:
and
-8(1-- v)
Yt3(2v)c'
4
Tni=3-8n
St' = sin a + ( 1+X cos20 )yt.+ (Xsin20)Yn
Sn' =cos a + (Xsin20)yt + ( 1- X cos20)Yn
Thus, for stick, if lel < °2 v)2(1-
v)
(Sn) )then
e' = St'
otherwise,for gross slip,
(4.8b)
(4.9b)
(4.10b)
(4.11b)
(4.5b)e =p. (2- v)
*
2 (1- v)
8
n
and
E,,, R (2- v)
8 .'
2 (1- v)n
The initial conditions (at x =0) become
and
St=0,
St' = sin a,
Sn = 0,
EInt =cos a .
The contact area sticks at the beginning of impact, if
S't g(2v) g(2- v) < (i.e., tan a <
2(1- v)
). -5'n 2(1- v)
The system equations would be rearranged in matrix formas:
d {1St}[Ntt
ch 8r: Nnt
that is,
Ntn p'tt.
Nnn j lY'n
8(1-1
8t." 3(2-v") (1+ X cos 20)-4x sin 20 St {
8(1-v) Sn X sin 20 4 (1- X cos 20)Sn ;
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(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)
otherwise, for
St 'g(2- v)
--8n '2(1- v)
the tangential force has a limiting friction force(Ft = 1.tFn) and sliding
takes place at the beginning of impact. Thesystem equation is then
{St"}-4-.L.Pl+kcos20) --pcsin20{8n} =
,
8n"
411X sin 29 4(1X cos 20)Sn 3
(4.22)51
acting as if it were a rigid body.
The initial slide may stop and stick atsome point during the
impact. For slip, the tangential velocity should begreater than the
velocity of tangential spring for limiting friction force,
8t'> es' (4.23)
Sliding action ceases when effective rigid bodyvelocity is equal to the
rate of extension of the tangential spring for limitingfriction force,
that is, St'= e*'. Once slideceases and the contact points stick,
tangential compliance in contact conforms to thebehavior of the
spring-mass system indicated in equation (4.21). This tangential
oscillation is cut short by theoccurrence of gross slip when Ft reaches
the valuet Fn and the direction of slip is opposite to the velocity at
incidence.
If, under certain circumstances, the slidingvelocity does not
decrease to reach the rate of extension of thetangential spring for
limiting friction during impact (i.e., 8t1> e*" ),gross slip persists
throughout the impact. In thiscase, the tangential impulse gt has a
limiting value ofp. gn and is substituted into equations (4.10a) and
(4.11a) as
Vt. = vtp. Ntt gn + Nth gn (4.24)
and
Vn = vnP, Nnt gn + Nnn gn (4.25)
While gross slip continues and impactmotion is analyzed with respect
to the rigid body mechanics, displacement and the velocityof
tangential spring still exist asa function of normal displacement and52
velocity as given in equation (4.13) and (4.14),respectively. At the
termination of impact, the normal velocity will havean equal
magnitude and opposite direction of the initial normalvelocity.
Substituting -vn for Trn into equation (4.25), normalimpulse and final
tangential velocity for complete slipmay be expressed in terms of the
initial normal velocity vn:
-Vn = 1,1Nnt gnNnn gn,
gn =
2vn
11NntNnn
and substituting equation (4.26) into equation (4.24),
2(NtntiNti)vn
w=Vt t +
liNntNnn
(4.26)
(4.27)
Moreover, for the necessary condition of complete slip,at the end of
impact the tangential velocity must be kept greater thanthe rate of
extension of the tangential springsas given in equation (4.14). For
complete gross slip,
vt
that is,
2(Ntnt.tNtt )vn
.1.1\1nt.Nnn
1..t (2 - v)
2 (1- v)n
vt +
2(Ntn
liNtOvn>P(2
v)
vn liNntNnn 2(1- v)
> 0 ,
(4.28)
The ratio of the initial tangential and normalvelocities may be defined
as tangent function of the incident angle a, vt/(-vn)= tan a. Applying
parameters of inertia coupling as given in equation (2.31),the
necessary condition for complete gross slip is thentan a >241(1+ X cos 29)X sin 29]g(2v)
1,(cos 29 + g sin 29) 2(1- v)
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(4.29)
From this point in the analysis, predictions for planar collision
could be determined by the parameters: friction coefficientg, two
inertia coupling factors X and 0, and the incident anglea. For the
equations used in this analysis, curvature of contact shape R and other
material properties of Young's modulus E andmass density p are
excluded from non-dimensional formulations. Incident angle
conditions for stick and slip at the initial state of impact could be
expressed in terms of friction coefficient g and inertia coupling
parameters X and 9, and summarized as follows.
2[1.1(1+ X cos 29)X sin 29]g(2v)
1- X(cos 20 + g sin 20)2(1- v)
When the incident velocity is satisfied with this relation, the
initial tangential force reaches the limiting friction force. The
bodies slide at the beginning of impact and slip persist
throughout entire impact. In this case, the motion of thesystem
is identical to that given for rigid body mechanics;
ii)
g(2v)< tan a <2[g,(1+ X cos 20)X sin 20]g(2v)
_ 2(1- v) 1.(cos 20 + g sin 20) 2(1- v)
For this range of incident angles, the bodies slide at the
initiation, then at some point tend to stick as the tangential
force decreases due to the friction resistance during the cycle.
The motion is then completed by the tangential and normal
stiffness governed by stick region; and54
iii)tan a <
11(2v)
2(1- v)
For this incident angle condition, the initialtangential force is
less than the limiting friction force, and the bodiesstick at the
beginning of impact. In general, tangentialmotion at impact,
considered to be distinct from the half-cycle of normalmotion,
is completed within one cycle.
However, there could be circumstances in whichthere is
conflict between conditions for stick and slip.Consider the
situation where
2[11(1 + X cos 20)X, sin 20] 11(2v)
1- ,(cos 20 + )t sin 20) 2(1- v)
that is,
p.(2v)
2(1- v)
2(4(1 + X cos 20)X sin 2014(2v)
(4.30) 1- ,(cos 20 + 11 sin 20) (1- v)
In this circumstanc, due to the effect ofinertia coupling of the
system, the tangential force increases and reachesthe limit
friction force in either the initial tangentialdirection or the
opposite direction. The bodies, which stick initially,begin to
slide at some point and slip persists throughoutimpact.
4.1.2 Coupled spring
Based upon the assumption of entire stickthroughout the
contact area, the relative tangential displacementof two bodies in
contact was given in equation (3.9).Substituting equation(3.2) into55
equation(3.9), the displacement of thetangential spring becomes
coupled with the displacement of thenormal spring,
s= + -Ft 2 2v2
81./R(-un)(G1 G2 (4.31)
Normal and tangential forcemay be expressed as
and
3
Fn = Knn (-un)/
Ft =Ktt s(-un)2,
(4.32)
(4.33)
and the stiffness of the normal andtangential spring, respectively,are
4 Knn =
3
-vR E
and
Ku = 8 G ,
where
G =
1
2- vi2- v2
G1 G2
(4.34)
(4.35)
When the contact area is subjectto sticking, and the tangential
force is less than the limiting frictionforce, the tangential velocity of
colliding bodies is equal to theextension rate of the tangential spring;
that is, if
3
Ktt 1 sl J -un < 1.1Knn(-un)2,
then Vt(t) = s (t).As the tangential force reaches thelimiting friction
force, elastic deformation and thevelocity of tangential direction,
respectively, become
s =
6 G( u
n
) (4.36)and
p. E
6 Gs
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(4.37)
Following each step for the non-dimensionalformulation for the
linearized model, the equations of motionmay then be formulated in
non-dimensional terms as
and
8G z
It1= ----E ElF7In, (4.38)
4 2 In =(-8n )2
(4.39)
St' = sin a + (1 +?. cos20)It + ( X. sin29 ) In, (4.40)
5n' =cos a + ( X sin20 ) yt + (1- A, cos20) In (4.41)
Thus, for stick, iflEl < 12-G-( 8n) 6
e' =St' ;
otherwise, for slip,
, p. E £ =
6 G
8
n.
,then
(4.42)
(4.43)
Initially, St = 8n = 0,8t' = sin a,and Sn' = - cos a.The condition for
stick and slip would be decided by theincident angle a. For
il E tan a 6 Gon'
the bodies stick at the beginning ofimpact and tangential velocity isas
determined by equation (4.38);otherwise, slide occurs at the
beginning of impact and equation (4.22)is used for representation of
elastic tangential velocity.57
In the manner developed from the linearizedanalysis given in
4.1.1, conditions for stick and slip forthe bodies with the same
material constants could be summarizedas follows.
i)For gross slip,
2[11(1 + X cos 20)X sin 20] 11(2v) tan a >
1- X(cos 20 + g sin 20) 3(1- v)
ii)For slip and stick,
11(2
v)< tan a<2[01 + X cos 20)X sin 20) 11(2v)
3(1- v) 1- ,(cos 20 + g sin 20) 3(1- v)
iii)For stick,
tan ag(2v)
3(1- v)
4.1.3 Nonlinear spring
Elastic deformations of normal andtangential directionsmay be
approximated to the same dimensions andthe relationship indicated
in equation (3.22) then would be applied foran analysis of spring
stiffness.In terms of their displacements, thenormal and tangential
spring force both are nonlinear, expressedas
and
Ft =Ktt s 151
3
Fn = Knn Fun )
(4.44)
(4.45)58
where the stiffness of the normal andtangential springs is identical to
the equivalent conditions consideredin section 4.1.1 in equation (4.1)
and (4.2), respectively:
4 / Kim = 3 VRE and Ktt- .
3 (2 - v)
By observing the procedures previouslygiven for non-dimensional
formulation, the equations of motionare expressed in terms of non-
dimensional quantities as
8(1- v)
Yt =
I (4.46) 3(2v) '
4 3
Int=3(-511)2
(4.47)
= sin a + (1+X cos29) It + ( X sin20 ) Yn (4.48)
and
Sn' =cos a + (sin20 )+ (1- X cos20) Yn (4.49)
2
,11(2- v)] Thus, for stick, iflel <[ then - v) ön),en
e' = St';
otherwise, for gross slip,
2
e'=
pi(2v)13
2(1 v)
(4.50)
(4.51)
Similarly the conditions of stick and slipcould be summarized
as follows.
i)For gross slip,
2
tan a >241(1 + X cos 20)- X sin 201 [11(2v13
1X(cos 20 +11 sin 20) 2(1- v)ii)For slip and stick,
2
[1112V1
< tan a
3 2[11(1 + k cos 20)X sin 20]
2(1- v) 1- X(cos 20 + g sin 20)
iii)For stick,
2
g(2 v1 3
tan a[2(1- v)
4.2. Oblique impact of elastic spheres
59
2
[1.02-13
2(1- v)
In this section, the oblique impact of elastic spheresis
investigated, using the methods developed in theprevious section. A
sphere colliding with a massive flat surface is taken forexample. The
parameters of inertia coupling for the collision systemare X = 5/9 and 0
= 0. From the system equations for the non-dimensional formulation,
it may be seen that only the incident velocity and friction coefficient
characterize the motion of impact for a given value of Poisson'sratio.
Consider a sphere with v= 0.3 and g= 0.5 striking on a flat surface as
shown in Figure 9. Since there isno inertia coupling for the sphere,
the motion of impact in the normal and tangential directioncould be
solved independently. Only tangential velocityis considered in this
example since normal velocity returns to its initial valuewithout
energy dissipation.As shown in Figure 12, the angles are related to the velocity
components as
and
60
al =tan-1(--Lv ) (4.53) -vn
a2 = tan-1HW )
wn (4.54)
where vt, vn, wt and wn are the incident and reflecting velocities ofthe
point P, respectively, in the tangential and normal directions.
n
t
W
v.
t
Figure 12. The definitions of the angle of incidence and the
angle of reflection61
Given the above material constants, Maw et al. (10]introduced a
non-dimensional quantitiy for incident velocity,
T =2(1- v)tan a, g(2v)
where the values of 'P anda that correspond to incidence will be
denoted as 'P1 and al and those that correspondto the reflection as 'P2
and a2. Since 'P is proportional to the ratio betweentan a and the
coefficient of friction g, T1 and''2 are referred to, respectively, as the
non-dimensional angle of incidence and the non-dimensionalangle of
reflection.
To examine the model for a linear springover the collision of
elastic spheres, the coefficients of stiffness for thenormal and
tangential spring in the equation of motion innon-dimensional
quantities are, respectively,
Knn = 4/3 IE
and
Ktt = 2(1- v )/(2- v) Knn-fRiE
= 1.09804 A/KE
The value of wn is equal to the value ofvn since there was no energy
dissipation in normal direction. The computed valuesof wt are then
used for the evaluation of the corresponding valuesof 'l'2, and non-
dimensional tangential force and timeare defined, respectively, as
and
Ft
(1)t =
1-11. n.max
t=
T'
(4.55)
(4.56)62
where t is any instant time during thecontact and T is the duration of
contact. For the linearized model, the plot of nondimensional
tangential force (1)t, with respect to the dimensionlesstime t for
different value of `Iii is given in Figure 13.
Accoding to the section 4.1, the condition forgross slip is
compared to those from the analysis given byMaw et al. [10,11[. For
the sphere (9=0), condition forgross slip given in equation (4.29)
becomes
tan ai >
1- X 2(1- v)
2p,(1+ X)02- v)
Then, introducing another nondimensionalquantity,
X =(2v)(1X)
(1- v)(1+ X)
which is independent of the friction coefficientand a function of the
Poisson ratio for a given value of X the condition forgross slip could
be expressed as
`Pi > 4 x 1 (4.57)
and this is identical to the condition forgross slip developed by Maw.
Gross slip occurs throughout impact if tlfi> 4.765 as indicated in
equation (4.57).In the stick region, gii<1.0, the value oftangential
force should stay less than limiting frictionforce throughout the
impact. However, from Figure 13, the tangential forceis limited by an
opposite friction force discontinously and this unsmoothchange for
tangential force is caused by the linearization ofstiffness, which
actually is both nonlinear and dependenton previous load history.cpt
0.0 0.2 0.4
ti
(a)
0.6 0.8 1.0
IA412
at0.2as06as
(b)
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Figure 13. Nondimensional tangentialforce during impact for
various nondimensional incident angle1111:
(a) analysis for linear spring (b)Maw's analysis [10]64
Though there are no smooth changesin tangential forces into
the direction of opposite slip, thereis little effect upon rebound
velocity.In Figure 14, the effect of linearization ofstiffness is
noticeable in the region of transit from stickto slip (i.e., 0.5< IPI <
1.5). Since the tangential elasticrecovery of the surfaces can maintain
relative motion even when the contact patch ofthe body has been
brought to rest, the range of libover which gross-slip can be expected
throughout the cycle, exceeds that from simplerigid body theory.
Referring to the equations (4.20) and (4.23) forgross slip, the velocity
of the tangential spring hasa negative value during restitution and that
is the reason tangential velocity atseperation become negative in the
range tlii between 4.765 and 5.765. Consequently, theresults from
the linearized analysis for the impact ofelastic spheres are in close
agreement with those from Maw's method, whichhas been verified
experimentally.
For 1111 = 1.2, the tangential complianceis examined throughout the
entire period of impact, as given in Figure 15.Since the
nondimensional incident angle WI isgreater than one, slip occurs at
the initiation of impact from point 0to A. Since both normal and
tangential force increase as gdFdFt in the path A to B, from
equation (3.30), the tangential compliance isgiven as (2-v)/4Ga. The
normal force increases and the tangentialforce decreases as
ildFn-dFt from B to C, and referring toequation (3.29), the
tangential compliance does not have the value of(2-v)/4Ga. However,
this could be approximated to the value of(2-v)/4Ga, since there isno
big difference between Ft* and Ftin equation (3.29).In the path C to412
4 linear spring
Maw's method
0 1 2 3
W1
4 5 6 7
Figure 14. Nondimensional angle of reflection 'P2 and angle of
incidence 'P1 for a sphere with Poisson's ratio 0.3:
Path A from analysis for linear spring and path B from
Maw's result a\
c.),ot
1
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Figure 15. Nondimensional tangential force duringimpact at 'l'1 =
1.2: Solid line from analysis for linearspring and
dashed line from Maw's result67
D, both normal and tangential forcesdecrease and tangential
compliance has the value from equation(3.30). As the path
approaches to D, the tangential compliancecan not be approximated
to the value of (2-v)/4Ga, since thereis more difference between Ft*
and Ft in equation (3.30). Comparingwith Maw's result shown in
Figure 13 (b), there are some discrepanciescaused by linearization
and constant tangential compliance.As the tangential force decreases
to reach the limiting friction force, slip takesplace in an opposite
direction to initial slip from D to E.
The value of non-dimensional incidentvelocity 'Pi for stick and
slip depends on the method applied.In Table 1, the conditions for
stick and slip are summarized for eachanalysis.
Table 1. Conditions for stick andslip at the beginning of impact
Analysis \ Condition Stick Slip and Stick Slip
Linear spring 0 5.1111<1.01.05'11 <4.675Itit?..4.675
Coupled spring 0.5.1111<0.670.675111<5.201111.5.20
Nonlinear spring05_T1 <1.181.185_1111<4.59114.59
For `PI = 1.2, the values for displacement,velocity, force, and
impulse at the contact points for thelinearized analysis are plotted
nondimensionally in Figures 16 to 22.Moreover, changes in the
constant value of normal stiffness, knn,are influenced only by the
duration of contact, and not the behaviorof impact motion. However,68
the ratio of the tangential to normal stiffnessgiven in equations (4.1)
and (4.2) is important to the prediction ofimpact motions.
The results from analyses for the coupledand nonlinear spring
are shown in Figure 23. Roughly thereare no significant
discrepancies between the methods consideredin this study and
Maw's method.0.2 -
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Figure 16. Nondimensional normal andtangential
displacement of contact point at T1=1.2
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Figure 17. Nondimensional normaldisplacement and
normal force of contact point at 411=1.2
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Figure 18. Nondimensional tangential displacement and
tangential force of contact point at 'P1 =1.2
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Figure 20. Nondimensional tangential velocity of
contact point at 11/1=1.2
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Figure 21. Nondimensional tangential and normal
force of contact point at Ti=1.2
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Figure 22. Nondimensional normal impulseand
normal velocity of contact point at T1=1.2
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Figure 23. Nondimensional angle of reflection412 and angle of
incidence WI for a sphere with Poisson'sratio 0.3:
(A) analysis for coupled spring (B) analysisfor
nonlinear spring
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5. PARAMETERS OF COLLISION SYSTEM
It is common to define a quantity, called the coefficient of
restitution, which can be used to predict the final state ofcontact. In
this chapter, three coefficients of restitutionare compared for non-
collinear collisions.In addition, parameters obtained through
application of the non-dimensional formulation in Chapter4 are
investigated for the characterization ofa variety of mechanical
collisions.
5.1Coefficients of restitution
The duration of impact is separated intoa compression phase
and a restitution phase. The duration from first contactto the instant
at which the normal component of the relative velocity reacheszero is
called the compression phase. The restitution phase followsthe
compression phase and terminates at the end of contact. In this
definition, the motions of P and P'are understood to belong to "rigid"
bodies B and B', even though it is recognized that deformationis
necessary to preclude penetration. Thus, the instant that separates
the compression and restitution phases is that at whichmaximum
penetration ( even in the rigid-body idealization) is reached. The
three definitions for the coefficient of restitutionare considered as
follows:
The first definition is given asc.gni-
gnc
78
(5.1)
where gne is the normal component of impulseg accumulated during
the compression phase and gm- is that accumulatedduring the
restitution phase.
The second definition is givenas
n w e= , -n v (5.2)
where v and w are the relative velocitiesat the beginning of contact
and at the end of contact, respectively.
The inertia operator N playsan important role in the work done
by the contact force at P and P'. The forceexerted on B by B' at P
denoted F, the sum of the works of this forceat any time may be
expressed as
W = fFdu
=iiiFdt
=1Vdg
=.1-(v+gN)dg
1 = vg+-2 g-N-g
=[v+ (_v-vdg
2
v+-17
--- g 2 (5.3)79
in agreement with equation (2.22 c). An alternative expression for the
change in kinetic energy at any time is equation (2.22c), whichcan be
written with the help of equation (2.19) as
1-- AK =
2
-(v.1%1-1.v DUI v). (5.4)
Because x111-1x is a positive definite function ofa, this indicates that
the greatest possible loss of kinetic energy duringcontact would occur
if V = 0 (i.e., if the point P and P' have thesame velocity). For planar
collisions the maximum possible loss in kineticenergy could be
expressed in terms of the parameters as
1AK Imax =1v N-1v (5.5 a)
and for planar collisions it can be expressed in terms ofparameters as
given in equations (2.47), (2.48), (2.49) and (2.50).
I AK Im [1+ Xcos2(a -9)]mv2 ax =
2(1A,2) (5.5 b)
Recently, a third coefficient of restituionwas introduced by
Stronge (18] as
d Wnr
11
, (5.6) Wnc
where Wne and Wnr are the sums of the work done by thenormal
components of the reaction forces at the contact point during the
compression phase and during the restitution phase, respectively.
Displacements in the definition of work used here must beunderstood
to be those of points of "rigid" bodies (which would implyan artificial
penetration, as mentioned above).
From equation (5.3) the normal component of work done by
contact force then becomes80
Wn-Jondgn (5.7)
during the compression and restitution phases, respectively.From
equation (5.7), the sum of the work done by the normal impulseis
proportional to the area under the curve shown in Figure 24,which is
the path in the diagram of normal velocity Vnversus normal impulse
gn.If there is no inertia coupling between the normal andtangential
directions (i.e., n is parallel to the principal direction of N)or if the
tangential component of the reaction force iszero (as when the
surfaces are smooth), the variations of Vn (t) and gn(t)are linear:
Vn = vn + Nnn gn (5.8)
In either case, then,
Vn + Tin
Wn =f(Vn + Nnngn )dgn = gn (5.9)
and, as can be seen from Figure 24,c = d = e. The presence of t-n
inertia coupling, however, permits tangential impulse to affectnormal
velocity, so that the vn- gn curve may be nonlinear. In general,the sum
of the works done by the normal components of thecontact forces is
not equal to gn(vn + Vrn) /2 and the values ofc, d, and e may be
expected to differ.
5.2 Prediction of planar collisions
Parameters such as the coefficient of friction and incident
velocity, in addition to the inertia coupling expressedin N, already
have been determined for the formulation of the non-dimensionalWn="--Vn
Vn
gne
general
collision
nr
VW gnr
/:/ AN
frictionless or
uncoupled collision
Figure 24. Work done during the compression
and restitution of impact
g.
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system equations considered in Chapter 4. The results ofseveral
examples are presented and effects of the concernedparameters are
investigated for a variety of collisions.
Consider the example shown in figure 25, in whicha rod of
uniform density colliding againsta flat plane has a circular cylindrical
portion with hemospherical ends. With respect to thedimensions
given in Fgure 2, identical quantities as applied to this exampleare:
and
1.2
4
b2= :--+ LR cos (I) + R2 ,
8 R3 +1R2L +la?1 0
k32= 15 4 3 12
4-R +L 3
) (1) = 0 + sin-1Rsin9
L / 2 )
Equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) indicate that theparameter
-1
X =(1+2k31
b2 (5.13)
is a function of L/R and 4. All dimensions and materialconstants are
taken to be the same as those in Liu [91, namely L/R=5.0and the v =
0.28. For a rod at L/R=5.0, the inertia couplingparameter X has a
value in the range 0.48 to 0.63 and is dependenton 9. The extreme
values of (e/d) and (d /c), as introduced by Smithand Liu [171 for a
simplified analysis based on rigid body dynamics,havebeen defined to
have maximum value for positive 9 andminimum value for negative 0.
The approach angle a* for (e /d)extror (d/c)extr has been found as
tan a*=p.(1+ Xcos29)- ksin28
(1- Xcos20) [asin20al
n
R
2
t
1
B'
L
7 JP'
v
B
Figure 25. Collision between a cylindrical rod and a flat plane
t
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where, for the value of a*, initial slipstops at the end of compression
phase and stick persists throughoutthe restitution phase.
The linear spring analysis for normaland tangential stiffness
developed in Chapter 4 has been appliedto this example. By trial and
error to the incident angle a,for the coupling parameters X and 8and
various coefficients of friction ;.t, extreme values ofe (wn/-vn) have
been determined and plotted in Figure 26 forthe range -n/2 to n/2
for 8. The first coefficient ofrestitution c, ratio of normal impulse
during compression to restitution, hasa value less than one for
positive 8 and greater thanone for negative O. The coefficient of
restitution e has a value greater thanone for certain circumstances,
and is dependent upon the inertia couplingparameter X and 0, the
angle of incident velocitya, and the friction coefficient i.t.This implies
that the second definition of the coefficient ofrestitution is not a
material constant for elastic collisions.As the coefficient of friction
has a larger value, extreme values ofe become higher for the
maximum value and lower for the minimum value.From Figure 27, it
also is shown that the ratio of incidentvelocity (tan a = vt/-vn) is less
than or equal to the value of tan a* forthe entire range of 8.
In table 2 and 3, the results of eightcases for the extreme
values of e are examined, anda number of plots for impulse, contact
force, displacement, velocity atcontact point and work done during
impact for cases A, C, A' and C'are shown in Figures 28 to 43. The
losses of kinetic energyare also computed using equations (5.4) and
(5.5).According to the simplified prediction [9,17]there is a sudden
change to the opposite directionin the tangential and normal impulse.2.5 -
2.0 -
1.5 -
1.0
0.5
7 or
-1.56
; I I I -0.78 0.00 0.78 1.56
theta
Figure 26. Extreme value of coefficientof restitution
for bar with L/R= 5.09
Figure 27. Ratio of incident velocity vd-vn,tana, for extreme
value of e with friction coefficient g=1.087
Table 2. Maximum value of e for various friction coefficients
CASE A B C D
11 1.0 0.75 0.5 0.25
A. 0.614 0.618 0.622 0.626
0 0.38 0.32 0.24 0.12
tan a 5.177 2.066 1.030 0.460
c 0.628 0.807 0.940 0.973
d 0.990 0.990 0.989 0.989
e 2.202 1.531 1.213 1.051
AK/ 1AK Imax-0.603 -0.425 -0.115 -0.051
n
t88
Table 3. Minimum value of e for various friction coefficients
CASE A' if C' D'
1-1, 1.0 0.75 0.5 0.25
X 0.614 0.618 0.615 0.611
9 -0.38 -0.32 -0.36 -0.42
tan a 0.508 0.877 0.630 0.495
c 1.240 1.231 1.159 1.105
d 0.988 0.987 0.987 0.986
e 0.606 0.657 0.724 0.837
AK/ I AK Imax-0.687 -0.570 -0.477 -0.299
n
tn
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Figure 28. Nondimensional tangential and normal
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Figure 29. Nondimensional tangential and normal impulse for case A
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Figure 30. Nondimensional normal impulse and normal velocity for case A1
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Figure 31. Nondimensional tangential forceduring impact for case An
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Figure 32. Nondimensional tangentialand normal
displacement for case C
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Figure 34. Nondimensional normalimpulse and normal velocity forcase C-1
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Figure 35. Nondimensionaltangential force during impactfor case C97
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Figure 36. Nondimensional tangential and normal displacement
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Figure 38. Nondimensional normal impulse and normal velocity forcase A'T
Figure 39. Nondimensional tangential forceduring impact for case A'101
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Figure 40. Nondimensional tangentialand normal displacement
for case C'3
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Figure 41. Nondimensional tangential andnormal impulse for case C'1
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Figure 42. Nondimensional normalimpulse and normal velocity forcase C'-1
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Figure 43. Nondimensionaltangential force duringimpact for case C'105
There are no abrupt changes in tangential andnormal impulse for the
linearized spring system during impact.Trajectories are similar to
those from ANSYS code 19] for maximume in positive 9, but there are
some discrepancies for minimum e in negative 0. The value of the
third definition of the coefficient ofrestitution d, the ratio of work of
the normal force during compression to thatduring restitution, is
close to unity for all cases. Asmay have been expected, based upon
the assumption of elastic material, thereis no energy dissipation in
the normal direction. The coefficient ofrestitution d is more
consistent and could be acceptedas representation of the concept of
energy conservation.
Different values for the inertia couplingparameter X are investigated
and plotted for various coefficients of frictionin Figures 44 and 45.
Results indicate that the higher the inertia couplingof colliding
bodies, the greater the coefficient ofrestitution e.For the inertia
coupling parameter X=0.8 in Figure 45, themaximum value of e
exceeds three, whereas the minimum valueis zero (i.e., there is no
rebound in normal direction). At X= 0.8, the maximum incident angle
a has been limited to 1.4 rad ( 80.2 °) since the ratio of reboundof
normal velocity has excessive high theoriticalvalue for the incident
angle approaching 90° and with 0.2< 0 < 0.6 and 11=1.0 and 0.75. Any
approach angle in excess of 80° is unusual andmeaningless in
practice.In general, the coefficient of restitutione is highly
dependent upon the inertia coupling parameters Xand 0, the angle of
incident velocity a, and the friction coefficientp..
Results from the coupled spring method alsoare shown in2.5 -
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Figure 44. Extreme value of coefficient of restitution e
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Figure 45. Extreme value of coefficient of restitutione for
X=0.8 with maximum approach angle a=1.4 rad.
by analysis of linear spring108
Figures 46 and 47. Compared to the analysis for the linearspring
method, there is little discrepancy in the values forthe coefficient of
restitution e.For given friction coefficient 0.75 and the coupling
inertia patameter X = 0.6, results for all three methodsare plotted in
Figure 48. Even though these resultsare in close agreement, there
may be different input values for incident velocity ( tana = vd-vn ) for
most of the range of 9.
The Poisson ratio v, as the material constant, hasbeen examined
to determine its effect on impact motion incases A and A' shown in
Figure 49 The smaller value of Poisson ratio forcolliding bodies is,
the greater will be the extreme values ofe.However, this difference is
not significant for all ranges of the Poisson's ratiov from 0.0 to 0.5.2.5
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Figure 46. Extreme value of coefficient of restitutione
for k=0.6 by analysis of coupled spring
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6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of collision is improved by the consideration of the
elastic deformations at contact surface of the bodies concernedand is
further simplified by application of the concept of the "spring" which
represent the deformation on elastic half-space. Herzt theory for
normal contact and other contact mechanics for tangential friction,
which originally are developed for stactic loading, have beenapplied
for the analysis of elastic collision in quasi-staticsense. Post-collision
motions of mechanical systems could be predicted from spring-mass
vibrating system with appropriate friction analysis. Therecan be little
doubt that the spring-mass system constitutes the most simplemodel
for complex elastic collisions without sacrifyingan accuracy even when
tangential compliance is irreversible and dependenton actual past
loading conditions. As obseved from the example problems, all
trajectory can be monitored throughout even short duration ofimpact
entirely.
Even though Maw has developed a numerical method which
included consideration of tangential deformations, and verifiedthis
method through experimental results, the approachwas confined to
collisions of sphere. Thus the present approach constitutesan effort
to analyze the impact motions for general configurations analytically.
It was determined that for given Poisson ratio of colliding bodies,only
four parameters, including the inertia coupling X and 8, friction
coefficient p. and the ratio of incident velocity tana, can have an effect
upon the prediction of the motion of mechanical collisions. Other1 1 4
material properties, including Young's modulus andmass density, will
thus no effects upom collision motions.All slip and stick conditions
of incident velocity at the initial state ofimpact for general
configuration have been found in terms of inertia couplingparameters
X, 8 and friction coefficient li.Among three different spring models,
linear spring analysis is stable under all circumstances andits
conditions of stick and slip are identiacal to those by Mawet al. [101
for the impact of elastic spheres. Despiteconsistency of third
coefficient of restitution d,other two coefficients of restitutionc and
e are highly dependent upon four input parameters X, 0,p. and a.
Numerical method frequently limits the timeincrements and
requires long running time in calculation.In certain circumstances,
moreover, the result from the use of ANSYS code are unstable with
respect to energy consideration.Distinct from these difficulty in
calculation and instability, analysis of spring-masssystem also provides
a great advantage in simplicity and stability upon all occasions.
This means of analysis developed for the currentinvestigation
can be extended to the three dimensional cases withoutany further
complexity. Based upon the assumption that thecontact area is a
circle and compliances in the two tangential directiont1 and t2 are
independent each other, the nondiagonal coefficients of stiffnessfor
local deformation are zero and only diagonalterms remain. In general,
however, shape of contact area will be elliptical andthere will be two
principal directions, t1 and t2.Elliptical integration should be
involved in the calculation of tangential displacement,in which case
the stiffness of the two tangential deformationsbecome coupled and1 1 5
offdiagonal terms exist. Thus, determination for the coefficients of
tangential stiffness would be much complicated and tedious job.
If permanent deformations exist at the contactarea for high
incident velocity, then the assumption of elastic colliding material
would no longer be valid.In this circumstance there is an energy
dissipation due to permanent deformation in normal direction.For
the analysis of this energy loss, the addition of damping termto the
system equations could be considered. In thiscase it would be
possible for the third coefficient of restitution, d (the ratio of work
done during compression and restitution in normal direction),to be
far smaller than one. The determination of the coefficients of
damping in the normal and even tangential direction couldconstitute
the subject of further study in impacts. Similarly, the effect ofwave
propagation within colliding bodies also forms the basis fora future
study of interest.1 1 6
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